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We here expose theoretical and experimental results on homodyne detection using near-infrared
laser sources, at 1.06, 1.32, and 1.55mm wavelengths. The used photorefractive crystals are two
large size CdZnTe:V samples. With speckled beams such as the ones scattered by diffusive objects,
we reach a detection limit which, at 1.55mm, is only 1.6 times above the one obtained with plane
waves in a classical interferometer and only 2 and 2.2 times above at 1.32 and 1.06mm,
respectively. It is then demonstrated that the electron–hole competition, which varies enormously
between these three wavelengths and gives a nearly zero two-wave-mixing gain at 1.32mm, does
not influence the sensitivity of the system. Moreover, we show that the frequency cutoff of the
system is four times higher in the attenuation regime than in the amplification one. © 1997
American Institute of Physics. @S0021-8979~97!00824-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laser ultrasonics is a technique now widely used in
field of nondestructive testing.1,2 Its main advantage, ove
classical piezoelectric techniques, is its noncontact and e
remote character. This point is of importance for a devel
ment of such systems in industry when inspection of
materials or of products moving on a production line is co
sidered. The ultrasound wave is detected through the s
surface displacement ~few tenths of nanometers, with a
quency ranging, typically, from some hundreds of kHz
some hundreds of MHz!, it induces when reflecting at th
surface of the tested sample. A laser incident on this sur
is, thus, phase modulated with a phase modulation dire
proportional to the surface displacement. This phase mo
lation is then detected by a coherent detection system. H
lies the main problem of the optical detection of ultrasoun
Most of these coherent detection systems have indeed a
sitivity to the surface displacement that is greatly reduced
soon as the tested surface is no longer a polished sur
This reduction of sensitivity is incompatible with the use
laser ultrasonics in the industry, as it accentuates the m
drawbacks of optical detection of ultrasounds, i.e., its low
sensitivity compared to piezoelectric transduction.3 Thus, to
be considered, an optical system will have to be as clos
possible to the optimum performances, whatever the sur
roughness.

One solution proposed for the detection of phase mo
lation on the speckled beam issued from a scattering sur
was the confocal Fabry–Perot interferometer.2,4,5The perfor-
mances of this interferometer were sufficient to permit

a!Electronic mail: philippe.delaye@iota.u-psud
J. Appl. Phys. 82 (12), 15 December 1997 0021-8979/97/82(12)/5
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industrial development of a laser ultrasonics system.6 Never-
theless, the confocal Fabry–Perot interferometer suffers f
a reduced sensitivity when regarding the detection of lo
frequency ~below 2 MHz! ultrasonic waves, which limits its
use. This was one of the reasons for considering active
adaptive holographic interferometers. Among different p
sibilities, double phase conjugation,7–9 non-steady-state pho
toelectromotive force,10 and photorefractive beam
combiner,11–16 we analyzed and developed this later tec
nique that seems to us as the most promising.

The operating principle of this photorefractive bea
combiner based on two-wave mixing is the following ~Fi
1!: Two beams, one signal beam issued from the tested s
tering surface and one pump beam directly issued from
same laser and coherent with the signal beam, are sent o
photorefractive crystal. The signal beam is a speckled ph
modulated beam. The two beams write in the photorefrac
crystal a hologram of the signal beam wave-front structu
This hologram is a stationary hologram, as the phase mo
lation caused by the surface displacement is generally of
order of some nanometers at maximum. The pump be
diffracts on this hologram, and thus, creates in the direct
of the transmitted signal beam a local oscillator with exac
the same wave-front structure. This local oscillator be
then interferes with the signal beam in a homodyne detec
scheme, allowing a perfect detection of the phase mod
tion, whatever the spatial structure of the signal beam. T
gives a high field of view homodyne detection. The princip
works at high frequencies of the phase modulation, i.e.
frequencies higher than the inverse of the material respo
time. When the signal varies on periods of the order or lar
than the response time of the photorefractive effect, the
logram follows the phase modulation and this phase mo
5913913/10/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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lation is transmitted to the local oscillator, strongly decre
ing the demodulation efficiency of the system. The syste
thus, possesses a high pass frequency response. Its c
frequency is defined by the photorefractive properties
can be adapted by the correct choice of pump beam po
The high-frequency limit is fixed by the used detector and
electronics. The high-frequency ultrasound signal is, th
perfectly detected, whereas low-frequency vibrations ~dc
10 kHz!, that obviously exist in an industrial environme
and generally perturb the measurement, are eliminated.
see that we meet all the requirements of a laser ultras
detection system, i.e., a large frequency bandwidth and
possibility of working with a speckled beam. The photor
fractive beam combiner also adds the advantage of b
very simple to implement as the only adjustment cons
here to superpose the signal and pump beams in the ph
refractive crystal, whereas all passive interferometric te
niques need very precise alignments and active stabilizat
of the interferometer.

We present in this paper a theoretical and experime
study of this photorefractive sensor. We mainly insist on
optimization of the sensor sensitivity to the detection
small ultrasonic displacements that is the delicate poin
optical systems. Among different implementati
possibilities,17 we choose the simplest one where the crys
is used in the beam coupling geometry with an applied e
tric field to assure a good phase demodulation.15 The photo-
refractive crystal we use is vanadium doped zinc–cadm
telluride ~CdZnTe:V!, and the study is performed at the th
wavelengths of 1.06, 1.32, and 1.55mm. First, a theoretica
modeling of the photorefractive beam combiner is presen
in Sec. II. We then show in Sec. III that under a dc elect
field, the sensitivity of the system is almost independen
the electron–hole competition in the crystal. In Sec. IV,
present experimental measurements of the detection sen
ity of the sensor. Finally, in Sec. V, the frequency respo
of the device is studied.

II. DETECTION OF AN ULTRASONIC PHASE
MODULATED SIGNAL

We first consider that the signal and pump beams
plane waves, but the spirit of the calculation is adapted
speckled beams ~as explained later!. We consider that there
is no depletion of the pump beam, due to energy trans
i.e., we have a large pump-to-signal irradiance ratio. This
fact, corresponds to the operating condition of the senso
the signal beam intensity scattered off the tested surfac
generally weak. With the small photorefractive gain of sem

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the two-wave-mixing photorefrac
technique to detect vibrations.
5914 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 12, 15 December 1997 
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conductor crystals, a value of 10 for this pump-to-signal ra
is enough. However, we will take into account the atten
tion of the beams due to the absorption of the crystal.
define Es(x,t) and Ep(x,t), the amplitudes of the emergin
signal and pump beams, after a propagation distance x in
crystal and at a time t after the beginning of the experim
~Fig. 1!. As the photorefractive response time is invers
proportional to the pump beam irradiance, this response t
will increase with x. The amplitude of the emerging sign
beam has been determined using the Laplace transf
formalism,18 but is here given in a more useful formulatio
The signal expression has been reshaped in order to e
nate the derivative term leading to an expression that app
like a filter equation.

It results, assuming that at t50 there is no grating
corded in the photorefractive material, in

Es~x,t!5e2ax/2FEs~0,t!1E
0

t

Es~0,T!G~x,t2T!dTG ,
~1!

with G~x,t!5
e2t/t0

t0

g

a

eax21

eax 1F1S g1a

a
,2,

eax21

eax

t

t0
D ,

~2!

where, with the notations of Ref. 18,1F1(a,b,z) is a conflu-
ent hypergeometric function.19 a is the crystal absorption;g
is the amplitude photorefractive gain; andt0 is the photore-
fractive response time at the entrance of the crystal.

Assuming that the steady-state index grating has b
already recorded before the beginning of the temporal mo
lation of the signal beam at t50, we then obtain

Es~x,t!5e2ax/2H Fegx212E
0

t

G~x,T!dTGEs~0,0!

1Es~0,t!1E
0

t

Es~0,T!G~x,t2T!dTJ . ~3!

Note that for a nonmodulated signal beam, Es(0,t)
5Es(0,0), the grating writing process will be finished at
time t, which is large compared to the photorefractive
sponse time. Using expression ~1!, we obtain

lim
t→`

Es~x,t!5 lim
t→`

S e2ax/2Es~0,0!F11E
0

t

G~x,T!dTG D
5e2ax/2egxEs~0,0!. ~4!

We then deduce that

E
0

`

G~x,T!dT5egx21, ~5!

which allows us to link together the integral of function
and a simple physical parameter: the amplitude photoref
tive amplification egx. We see that expressions ~1! and ~
are equivalent at time t large compared to the photorefrac
response time. This demonstrates an intuitive result: the
dex grating written in the crystal at a time t@t0 does not
depend on the one at time t50.

We can generalize our analytical model to speck
waves. Indeed, a speckled beam can be considered as

e

de Montmorillon et al.
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perposition of plane waves and our formalism uses lin
equations only. Each of these plane waves will interact w
the pump beam identically as spacing variations of writ
gratings will not significantly affect the photorefractive ga
value. However, each of these waves could also mutu
interact, which would highly complicate the calculation
Thus, there are in the crystal a ‘‘pump–signal’’ index grati
and ‘‘signal–signal’’ index gratings. The effect of these se
ondary gratings will correspond to an energy transfer fr
one side of the emerging signal beam cross section to
opposite one, which is not detrimental in our experime
because all the emerging signal beam is collected on a si
detector. Moreover, the modulation of the ‘‘signal–signa
index gratings will be drastically reduced by the presence
the pump beam as we work with a high pump-to-signal ra
The ‘‘signal–signal’’ energy transfer can, thus, be cons
ered as negligible. These assumptions were experimen
validated.15

We define Es(0,t)5Ēs1DEs(0,t), where Ēs and
DEs(0,t) are the respective time averaged and time mo
lated part of the modulated signal beam. We can now a
lyze the emerging signal beam, Es(x,t), at a time t, which is
large compared to the photorefractive response time. As
temporal fluctuations of the signal beam are very rapid co
pared to the photorefractive response time, i.e., compare
the temporal variations of G, we deduce from Eqs. ~1! a
~5! that

Es~x,t!5e2ax/2@Es~0,t!1~egx21!Ēs#. ~6!

The component with Ēs corresponds to the diffracte
part of the pump beam. It shows that the written index gr
ing is a time averaged hologram. For a small phase mod
tion of Es , we have Ēs5Es , but when we increase thi
modulation, the Ēs value decreases what accounts for t
erasing of the hologram. Equation ~6! is identical to the
sults found in Ref. 20, obtained without considering the
sorption of the photorefractive material in the dynamics
the two-wave-mixing interaction.

We are experimentally interested by the signal beam
tensity, Is(x,t)5uEs(x,t)u2, at the output of the crystal,

I s~x,t!5uEs~x,t!u25e2ax$uegx21u2ĒsĒs* 1uEs~0,t!u2

12 Re@~egx21!* Ēs* Es~0,t!#%. ~7!

We consider now the case of the detection of the sm
amplitude ultrasonic vibrations of a surface. We express
phase modulated signal beam as Es(0,t)5Ese

iw(t)'Es„1
1 iw(t)…. Its averaged part isĒs'Es , i.e., we neglect the
erasing of the hologram. We write the photorefractive am
tude gain asg5g81 ig9.18 The induced index grating can b
considered as the addition of two gratings: one in phase
the other in quadrature with the illumination grating.g8 rep-
resents the part of the gain due to the grating in quadra
andg9 represents the gain due to the part in phase. Note
the two beam coupling photorefractive gain in energy
G52g8. The emerging signal beam intensity is, in this ca

I s~x,t!5e2axI s$e
2g8x22eg8x sin ~g9x!w~ t !%. ~8!
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 12, 15 December 1997 
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The modulated part of the detected signal, which is
proportion to the displacements of the tested surface, wil
significant wheng9Þ0 only, i.e., when the index grating an
the illumination grating are notp/2 phase shifted. This will
be the case for a photorefractive semiconductor crystal un
a dc external electric field.18

We introduce a normalized detection limit,d lim , ex-
pressed in nmAW/Hz. It corresponds to the minimum detec
able displacement using a 1 W signal beam power inciden
on the crystal and a 1 Hzdetection bandwidth, considerin
that we operate in the photon noise limited regime ~el
tronic noise is negligible and the laser beam fluctuations
photon noise limited!. This allows us to compare differen
techniques as we will show later. We also define a relat
detection limitd rel as the ratio between the detection lim
obtained from Eq. ~8! for speckled waves and the one
tained with a classical homodyne detection with pla
waves,d lim

passive. We recall that our aim is to obtain, with th
speckled beam, a sensitivity close to the one obtained wi
classical interferometer with plane waves. We have

d lim
passive5

l

4p
Ahn

2h
, ~9!

where l is the wavelength, hn is the photon energy, andh is
the quantum efficiency of the detector. We, thus, obtain

d rel5
d lim

d lim
passive5

eax/2

usin~g9x!u
. ~10!

It appears that the relative detection limit does not d
pend ong8. It means that we can work in the attenuatio
~g8,0! or in the amplification~g8.0! regime as well, as
long as the detected signal is really photon noise limited.
given a andg9 values, there is an optimum thickness of t
crystal, which allows a minimum value of the relative dete
tion limit.15 For a given sample, that is for fixeda and x
values, the relative detection limit will be optimized for a
applied electric field value givingusin(g9x)u51 ~the electric-
field value will remain limited to 10 kV cm21 to avoid any
electrical damage!. Then, the ultimate sensitivity of the p
torefractive sensor will be limited by the losses in the crys
only.

III. EFFECT OF A DC ELECTRIC FIELD ON THE
PHOTOREFRACTIVE GAIN

In the previous paragraph, we have shown that the
tection sensitivity of the sensor depends on the imagin
part,g9, of the amplitude photorefractive gain. This comp
nent has not been deeply studied yet. Indeed, in most ap
cations, the aim is to obtain a maximumg8 value and a zero
g9 value. In these cases, thep/2 phase shift between th
index and the illumination gratings is considered as an
vantage of the photorefractive effect.21 This is realized in the
diffusion regime. In these cases, the electron–h
competition22 ~characterized by an electron–hole compe
tion coefficient, 21<j0<1! is unfavorable: when the
electron–hole competition is strong (j050), the space-
charge field and then the photorefractive gain,g8, are zero.
We will show here that, in the drift regime,g9 is rather
insensitive to electron–hole competition. We begin th
study by an intuitive approach.
5915de Montmorillon et al.
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We consider here an illumination grating, I(y)5I(̄1
1m sin ky) ~Fig. 1!, in a photorefractive crystal, k is th
grating wave number and m is the modulation of the patte
With electron ~or hole! dominated conductivity (uj0u51),
there is in the diffusion regime a local charge grating, wh
induces a p/2 phase shifted space-charge-field gratin
E(y)5Ē cos(ky). Applying a dc electric field on the photo
refractive crystal shifts the space-charge-field grating b
phase F,

E~y!5Ē cos~ky1F!

5Ē~cos F cos ky2sin F sin ky!.  ~11!

This field can be considered as the sum of a field in ph
with I(E local) and one in quadrature (Equadrature). The photo-
refractive amplitude gains,g9 andg8, are then in proportion
with these respective fields:

g8}Ē cos F, ~12!

and

g9}2Ē sin F. ~13!

In the diffusion regime, with a perfect electron–ho
competition (j050), there is no space-charge field. This c
be represented as two space-charge fields, En and Ep , which
have the same amplitude and arep phase shifted,

En~y!5
Ē

2
cos~ky!,  ~14!

and

Ep~y!5
Ē

2
cos~ky1p!. ~15!

If we apply a dc electric field on the crystal, electron a
hole gratings will be F phase shifted in opposite senses

En~y!5
Ē

2
cos~ky1F!,  ~16!

and

Ep~y!5
Ē

2
cos~ky2F1p!. ~17!
a

n
-

5916 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 12, 15 December 1997 
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The total space-charge-field grating in the crystal, which
their sum, is then local

E~y!5
Ē

2
†cos~ky1F!1cos~ky2F1p!‡

52Ē sin F sin ky.  ~18!

We, consequently, obtain a zero real amplitude gain and
same imaginary gain as in the case without electron–h
competition,

g850, ~19!

and

g9}2Ē sin F. ~20!

We generalize this intuitive approach in the case o
variable electron–hole competition factor,j0 . With the same
approach as before, we obtain

En~y!5S 11j0

2 D Ē cos~ky1F!,  ~21!

and

Ep~y!5S 12j0

2 D Ē cos~ky2F1p!, ~22!

and so,

E~y!5En~y!1Ep~y!

5Ē~j0 cos F cos ky2sin F sin ky!.  ~23!

The real and imaginary parts of the amplitude photorefr
tive gain are then

g8}j0Ē cos F, ~24!

and

g9}2Ē sin F. ~25!

With this intuitive model, we thus, verify that the rea
amplitude gain is in proportion with the electron–hole co
petition factor but we discover, with surprise, that the ima
nary gain does not depend on this factor. This result is
sessed by a rigorous analysis using a model of
photorefractive effect with one trap center and two types
carriers. The photorefractive amplitude gain is22
g52
pn0

3r eff

l cosu

kBT

e

Fan

kn
2

k2 iV

k~k2 iV!/kn
211

2
ap

kp
2

k1 iV

k~k1 iV!/kp
211G

FAnan

kn
2 S k~k2 iV!/k0

211

k~k2 iV!/kn
211D 1

Apap

kp
2 S k~k1 iV!/k0

211

k~k1 iV!/kp
211D G , ~26!
is

an(p) are the parts of absorption that generate electrons
holes, respectively;kn(p) are the inverse of the diffusion
lengths of electrons and holes, respectively; k0 is the inverse
of the Debye screening length; An(p)5(Sn(p)I
1bn(p))/Sn(p)I with Sn(p) the photoionization cross sectio
of electrons ~holes!, andbn(p) the thermal emission coeffi
ndcient of electrons ~holes!; V5eE0 /kBT with E0 the applied
electric field. In our experiments, the photoconductivity
much larger than the dark conductivity and we have An'1
and Ap'1. The electron–hole competition factorj0 is j0

5(an2ap)/(an1ap). Replacingan and ap by an5@(1
1j0)/2]a and ap5@(12j0)/2#a in Eq. ~26!, j0 becomes
de Montmorillon et al.
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the only parameter. Note that this factor is experimenta
measured in a two-beam coupling experiment.23,24

We first consider a case without electron–hole comp
tion (j0561). The imaginary part of the gain is here

g95
pn0

3r eff

l cosu

kBT

e
V

k0
4

~k0
21k2!21k2V2 . ~27!

When the following conditions are verified:

~i! k2/k0
2!1, i.e., a large grating spacing in front of th

Debye screening length;
~ii! k2V2/k0

4!1, i.e., a limited value of the applied elec
tric field;

we obtain a large local effect, which is in proportion to t
applied electric field E0 ,

g95
pn0

3r effE0

l cosu
. ~28!

Whenj050 and if conditions ~i!, ~ii!, and ~iii! are veri-
fied:

~iii! k̄2/k0
2!1, wherek̄25(kn

21kp
2)/2 ~i.e., for diffusion

lengths longer than the Debye screening length that is u
ally verified in semiconductor!,

we obtain

g95
pn0

3r effE0

l cosu

k̄4k0
4

@k0
2k̄21k2~k0

21V2!#2 . ~29!

This result is identical to the one obtained forj0561
Eq. ~28! when a fourth condition is achieved,

~iv! k2~k0
21V2!!k0

2k̄2.

It, thus, appears that when the grating wave-num
value is sufficiently low, the imaginary amplitude gain
equivalent in a crystal with or without electron–hole comp
tition. This confirms our intuitive model.

In our CdZnTe:V crystals, we have, typically, k0

'20mm21, we apply an electric field smaller tha
10 kV cm21, which corresponds to V,40mm21 and, as usu-
ally admitted in the semiconductor, we consider thatk̄ is
smaller than or in the order of 1mm21. We easily fulfill the
first three conditions with k in the order of 1mm21, but the
fourth one will be verified for much lower k values only.

Consider now the general case (21<j0<1). When the
first three conditions are verified and for a V value, which
not negligible compared with k ~which means, for
51 mm21, that the applied electric field is not negligib
compared to 250 V cm21!, we obtain,

g95
pn0

3r effE0

l cosu

3 H 12
~12j0

2!k2@k0
4~k21k̄2!12k0

2V2k̄212V4k2#

k0
4@~k21k̄22j0sk2!21j0

2V2k2# J ,

~30!

where sk25(kn
22kp

2)/2. The term, (k21k̄22j0sk2)2

1j0
2V2k2, is the keypoint to understanding relation ~30

We, thus, define a fifth condition:

~v! j0
2@~k21k̄22j0sk2!2/V2k2.

When ~v! is verified, we obtain,
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 12, 15 December 1997 
y

i-

u-

r

-

ug9u5
pn0

3r effE0

l cosu H 12
~12j0

2!

j0
2

3 S k21k̄2

V2 1
2k̄2

k0
2 1

2k2V2

k0
4 D J . ~31!

The last two terms are negligible, according to conditio
~iii! and ~ii!, respectively, which gives

ug9u5
pn0

3r effE0

l cosu H 12
~12j0

2!~k21k̄2!

j0
2V2 J , ~32!

the last term being negligible according to ~v!. So, wh
conditions ~i–iii! and ~v! are verified, the imaginary gain w
verify relation ~28! and will not depend on the electron–ho
competition.

To illustrate this study, we present numerical simulatio
in Fig. 2 using relation ~26!. We represent the ra
g9(j0)/g9(j051) as a function of the applied electric fiel
using parameters of the B.V-4T3 sample given in Table
The obtained results are very significant. There is a rang
applied electric fields for which we observe that t
electron–hole competition: ~1! has nearly no effect forj0

50.5; ~2! gives only a reduction of a factor 2 ofg9 when
j050.1; and ~3! gives a reduction, which depends highly
the diffusing length whenj050.

This study uses a model with one deep level and t
types of carriers. We showed that in some CdZnTe:V, it
necessary to take into account two types of deep level.25 We,
thus, have conducted simulations using the model with t
species25,26and have observed the same independence on
electron–hole competition. We can finally conclude that
electron–hole competition phenomenon is not detrimenta

FIG. 2. g9(j0)/g9(j051) as a function of the applied electric field for
51 mm21, k0

25384mm22. The dashed curves correspond toj050.5, the
dashed-dotted ones toj050.1, and the solid ones toj050. The thick curves
correspond tokn

25kp
251 mm22 and the thin ones tokn

25kp
250.1mm22.

The circles associate curves for a samej0 value.

TABLE I. Measured parameters in the B.V-4T3 sample.

l 1060 nm 1320 nm 1550 nm 2000 nm

a in cm21 1.09 0.26 0.24 0.13
j0 0.5760.03 '0.07 20.5960.03
k0

2 in mm22 384635 336635
Neff in cm23 ~5.560.5! 1015 ~4.860.5! 1015
5917de Montmorillon et al.
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the photorefractive sensor under a dc applied electric fi
whereas it is greatly detrimental for similar systems work
in the diffusion regime. We will now present measureme
that confirm this theoretical analysis.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE
PHOTOREFRACTIVE SENSOR SENSITIVITY

We perform some experimental measurements of
sensitivity of our system as a function of the applied elec
field. Our aim is to validate the insensitivity of the sensor
the electron–hole competition and to demonstrate the n
optimal detection limit. We simulate the phase modulation
the signal beam using a Pockels cell. We first need to m
sure the phase shift introduced by this Pockels cell usin
classical interferometric method. The accuracy of the follo
ing measurements depends on the one achieved in this
bration. We need a phase modulation much lower thanp/2
but sufficiently high to achieve measurements with h
signal-to-noise ratios, even for a low applied electric fie
where the detection limit is very low. We experimenta
obtain a root-mean-square phase modula
w rms52463 mrad, which corresponds to an equivalent d
placement of 20 nm. 24 mrad is adapted to the first criter
(w rms!p/2) and we obtain, with this phase modulation, hi
signal-to-noise ratios.

Then, we want to determine the real and the imagin
parts of the amplitude photorefractive gain as a function
the electric field applied to the crystal. The periodicity of t
modulated signal introduced by the Pockels cell is chose
be sufficiently short compared to the photorefractive
sponse time. In this case, the output signal is given
Eq. ~8!.

The principle of the measurement is as follows: Witho
applying any phase modulation on the signal beam, we
measure the dc part of the detected signal in absence o
pump beam, I05e2axI s(0,0), and in its presence,̄
5e2axe2g8xI s(0,0). Then we measure, applying the pha
modulation and always in the presence of the pump be
the root-mean square of the detected signal, Drms

52e2axeg8xI S(0,0)sin(g9x)wrms. As we knoww rms, I0 , Ī ,
DI rms and x, we can calculate theg8, usin(g9x)u and d rel

values:

g85 ln~ Ī /I 0!/2x, ~33!

usin~g9x!u5
1

2

DI rms

AĪ •I 0

1

w rms
, ~34!

d rel5
eax/2

usin~g9x!u
52eax/2

AĪ •I 0

DI rms
w rms. ~35!

We now apply this principle to the measurement of t
photorefractive gain as a function of the applied electric fi
in two of our best CdZnTe samples. We here use three l
sources: one emitting at l51.06mm because many high
power lasers have already been developed at this w
length, another emitting at l51.55mm because it could be
come an alternative to 1.06mm thanks to its eye-safe
properties,27 and the last one emitting at l51.32mm because
5918 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 12, 15 December 1997 
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there is, at this wavelength, a large electron–hole comp
tion in our samples, which will allow us to validate the in
sensitivity of our photorefractive sensor to this competitio

The samples tested are called B.V-4
(Cd0.96Zn0.04Te:V) and B.V-4T 6 ~CdTe:Zn:V!. They are
large-sized single crystals oriented in a classical geome
two polished (1̄10) faces, two ~110! faces, and two ~00
faces. Note that these two samples are, respectively, 2 a
cm thick. At a wavelength of 2mm, where absorption due to
the vanadium defect is negligible, we have almost no abso
tion ~typically, only 0.1 cm21!, contrary to the sample we
had previously used.15,28

A measurement of the photorefractive gain as a funct
of the grating wave number, k ~k52p/L, whereL is the
grating spacing!, allows us to determine two essential phot
refractive parameters: the absolute value of the electron–
competition factor,j0 , and the effective trap density, Neff

5(ekBT/e2)k0
2 ~e is the dielectric constant of the material,kBT

is the thermal energy, e is the modulus of the elect
charge, and k0 is the inverse of the Debye screening lengt!,
of the sample.23,24 We make copropagating measuremen
i.e., using transmission grating, and counterpropagating m
surements, i.e., using reflection grating, to determine th
two photorefractive parameters with a good accuracy.25 In
parallel, we also determine the sign of the majority carri
by measuring both the sign of the photorefractive gain and
the effective electro-optic coefficient.28 We obtain similar
results in the two tested crystals ~Tables I and II! with ele
trons as dominating carriers at 1.06mm, near perfect
electron–hole competition at 1.32mm, and holes at 1.55mm.

Experiments under an applied voltage have been m
for an angle of the order of 10° between the two bea
outside the crystal, corresponding at l51.06mm to a grating
spacing of L56.460.4mm (k51 mm21). We here work
with a grating wave vector along the @110# direction and w
beams polarized at 45° of the @001# and @110# directions
this configuration, we obtain reff5r41, and we can easily go
from an amplification regime to an attenuation one rotat
the polarization by 90°.29 Measurements at l51.06mm have
been made under the following conditions:

~1! The irradiance of the pump beam in the crystal
32 mW cm22. It is greatly sufficient to neglect the influ
ence of the dark conductivity in comparison to the ph
toconductivity.

~2! The pump-to-signal irradiance ratio is 64, which is su
ficiently high to neglect the depletion of the pump bea

~3! The crystal is uniformly illuminated by the pump beam
This is an essential precaution to limit some critic
screening effect of the electric field.

TABLE II. Measured parameters in the B.V-4T6 sample.

l 1060 nm 1320 nm 1550 nm 2000 nm

a in cm21 1.57 0.41 0.30 0.08
j0 0.6260.03 '0.1 20.4160.03

k0
2 in mm22 375635 206635

Neff in cm23 ~5.460.5! 1015 ~360.5! 1015
de Montmorillon et al.
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the
~4! Inside the crystal, the signal beam has a small diame
which guarantees that it is fully covered by the pum
beam in the whole crystal.

~5! Finally, to prevent a potential critical heating of the cry
tal during the dc electric-field application, we only app
it during a short time, typically, 50 ms, which is suffi
cient to create the hologram in the crystal and to meas
ultrasonic vibrations. Moreover, we control the condu
tivity of the crystal during this field application. In fac
we have tested the system with a dc field application
to 3 s without any slightest problem.

First measurements were conducted in the B.V-4T3
1.06mm. We measureg8 and usin(g9x)u as a function of the
applied electric field in both the amplification and attenu
tion regimes. We observe a difference between the real
of the photorefractive amplitude gain in the attenuation a
in the amplification regime ~Fig. 3! that we currently do n
explain. We determine thatusin(g9x)u equals 1 for an applied
electric field of the order of 4 kV cm21 ~Fig. 4!. We then
obtain a relative detection limit @see Eq. ~10!# of eax/253,
which is quite good. We also notice that after having achie
the value of 1,usin(g9x)u stays almost constant, when w
increase the applied electric field.

The parameter used for the theoretical curves are th
presented in Table I (Neff ,j0). To adjust theoretical curve
with the measurements, we introduce a screening ef
factor.30 Applying to the crystal a voltage U, the interele
trode distance being d, we note the effective field applied
the crystal pU/d.p takes into account edge effects and
Gaussian distribution of the pump beam. The optimal adju
ment between theory and experiments is obtained fo
50.5 ~Figs. 3 and 4!.

The diffusion length of electrons (1/kn) and holes
(1/kp) are indeterminate parameters. In fact, the most in
ent parameter isk̄. We plot, in Figs. 3 and 4, the curve
obtained for differentkn5kp5k̄ values. We observe tha
the curves obtained forkn

2, kp
2!k2 are well adjusted with the

experiments for U/d,5 kV cm21. For higher voltages, we
were theoretically expecting a slower increase ofg8 and a
more important reduction of sin(g9x). The experimental be
havior at high voltages is not well understood for the m
ment.

The same experiments made at 1.55mm give us
usin(g9x)u of 0.8 for an applied electric field of abou
6 kV cm21. This corresponds to a relative detection limit
1.6, which is very close to the ideal case.

We now present measurements made with the B.V-4
crystal, which has a thickness of only 1 cm instead of 2
for B.V-4T3. Figure 5 presentsusin(g9x)u as a function of
U/d for the three wavelengths. At 1.06mm, usin(g9x)u
reaches 1 for U/d59 kV cm21, thus, giving a relative detec
tion limit of d rel52.2. At 1.55mm, the maximum applied
voltage is not sufficient to reach 1, but we nevertheless
tain usin(g9x)u50.6, and thend rel51.9. Finally, at 1.32mm,
we observe a saturation ofusin(g9x)u for U/d56 kV cm21

with an optimal value of 0.65 and thend rel51.9. We note
that the electron–hole competition factor at this wavelen
is j0>0.1. This validates the rather good insensitivity of t
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 12, 15 December 1997 
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technique to electron–hole competition. Whatever the wa
length, we now nearly reach the detection sensitivity o
classical homodyne interferometer.

Remembering that the photorefractive gain is invers
proportional to l, we plot, in Fig. 6, lg9 for each of the three
wavelengths as a function of U/d. Three nearly superpo
curves are obtained for U/d<6 kV cm21, even if the points
obtained at 1.06mm are slightly above the other ones. Th
difference increases when U/d exceeds 6 kV cm21. We can,
therefore, reasonably conclude that the imaginary gain,
rected from wavelength scaling variations, has a similar a
plitude despite significant variations of the electron–h
competition factor from one wavelength to another ~0.6, 0
and 20.6 at l51.06, 1.32, and 1.55mm, respectively!.

V. STUDY OF THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE
SENSOR

We here want to determine the low cutoff frequency
our setup and eventually find a configuration that gives
highest cutoff frequency value for a fixed pump beam ir
diance. The large thickness of the B.V-4T3–B.V-4T
samples allows us a more accurate study of the freque
response than previously with sample B23.15 With this B23
sample, we observed a slight resonance phenomenon
overshoot that appears for a periodicity of the phase mo
lation in the order of the response time of the photorefract
effect. We are here expecting a higher overshoot, due to
increase of sample thickness.

We begin this analysis by a first observation. We me
sure the buildup of the photorefractive energy transfer g
~G52g8! when the applied electric field goes abruptly from
to 10 kV cm21. This measurement is made in both ampli
cation and attenuation configurations ~Fig. 7!. These cur
show that the buildup of the photorefractive gain is faster
the attenuation regime than in the amplification one by
order of magnitude. This result leads us to compare the
quency response of our homodyne detector working eithe
the attenuation or in the amplification regime. It is expec
to obtain a higher low cutoff frequency for the sensor op
ating in the attenuation regime ~attenuation and amplificat
regimes are identical for the detection sensitivity as long
the detected signal is photon noise limited!.

We measure the frequency response with the B.V-4
sample at l51.06mm under aU/d54 kV cm21 electric
field. The pump beam irradiance is 22 mW cm22. The sen-
sitivity of the system at frequency f is normalized to the o
obtained for rapidly phase modulated signals. It clearly
pears that the overshoot only exists in the amplification g
regime ~Fig. 8!. We observe in this regime a large oversh
at 60 Hz, which is 2.4 times higher than the response at ra
modulation frequency.

We define the cutoff frequency, fc , as the phase modu
lated frequency under which the normalized response is
than 0.5. We then obtain a cutoff frequency about four tim
higher in the attenuation regime ( fc'40 Hz) than in the am-
plification one ( fc'10 Hz) at 22 mW cm22 pump beam ir-
radiance.

This phenomenon is perfectly described theoretica
For this, we here use expressions ~1! and ~3! to calculate
5919de Montmorillon et al.
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frequency response in the two regimes. In the drift regim
the photorefractive response time at the entrance of the c
tal (x50), t0 , verifies relation22

t05
ekBT/I0e2

FAnan

kn
2 S k~k2 iV!/k0

211

k~k2 iV!/kn
211D 1

Apap

kp
2 S k~k1 iV!/k0

211

k~k1 iV!/kp
211D G ,

~36!

wheree is the dielectric constant of the material, andI 0 is the
irradiance at the entrance of the crystal. So,t0 is a complex
number characterized by its modulus,ut0u, and by its phase
wt0

.
In Eqs. ~1! and ~3!, we make the u5t/ut0u variable

change, so that theut0u parameter disappears. We also no
malize the frequency response: the only effect of a chang

FIG. 3. Measurement ofg8 as a function of the applied electric field with th
B.V-4T3 sample at 1.06mm. The empty and full circles correspond to a
experimental measurement in the amplification and attenuation regime
spectively. Three solid theoretical curves are represented. They corres
to kn

25kp
250.1, 0.5, or 1mm22. The dashed theoretical curve correspon

to kn
25kp

255 mm22.

FIG. 4. Measurement ofusin(g9x)u as a function of the applied electric fiel
with the B.V-4T3 sample at 1.06mm. The empty and full circles correspon
to an experimental measurement in the amplification and attenuation
gimes, respectively. Theoretical curves, calculated for the same param
as the one in Fig. 3, are presented. It appears that the three solid curv
superposed.
5920 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 12, 15 December 1997 
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ut0u is a dilatation on the frequency axis, which can be eas
obtained by changing illumination I0 . At a field U/d
54 kV cm21 of the measurement, we know gaing, absorp-
tion a, and thicknessx of the B.V-4T3 crystal~Table I!.
These parameters are used for the calculation of the
quency response in both amplification and attenuation
gimes for different values ofwt0

~Fig. 8!. It theoretically
validates the presence of a high overshoot in the amplifi
tion regime and of none in the attenuation one ~excep
small overshoot forwt0

50!. We observe, in the amplifica
tion regime, that the size of the overshoot is a rising funct
of wt0

and that the low cutoff frequency is a decreasi
function ofwt0

. We observe an opposite effect in the atten
ation regime where the low cutoff frequency increases w
wt0

. We obtain a good fit between theory and experime
for ut0u51.1 ms and for a phase of the response time of
rad ~Fig. 8!.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have theoretically and experimentally studied a p
torefractive beam combiner for optical detection of ultr

re-
nd

e-
ers
are

FIG. 5. Measurement ofusin(g9x)u as a function ofU/d with the B.V-4T6 at
1.06mm ~full circles!, 1.32mm ~stars!, and 1.55mm ~empty triangles!.

FIG. 6. Plots of lg9 as a function ofU/d, deduced from measuremen
presented in Fig. 5, with the B.V-4T6 at 1.06mm ~full circles!, 1.32mm
~stars!, and 1.55mm ~empty triangles!.
de Montmorillon et al.
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FIG. 7. Experimental buildup of the two-wave-mixing photorefractive energy transfer gain, G, under applied electric field in the attenuation regim
in the amplification one ~b!.
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sound waves on rough surfaces. We show that there is a g
agreement between theory and experiments for both ph
refractive effects ~characterizations! and phase modula
detection ~sensitivity and frequency response to ultraso
displacements!. We also demonstrate that in our config
tion, a response, independent of the electron–hole com
tion in the photorefractive crystal, is obtained, leading to
system that can be developed at different wavelengths
identical performances and the same crystal. With the de
opment of large size (.1 cm3) and optimized crystals, we
have now a system, working with speckled beams, tha
almost as sensitive as a classical heterodyne interferom
working with plane waves. It is more sensitive than the co
focal Fabry–Perot interferometer on a large flat freque
bandwidth. The high pass frequency response of the sys
is confirmed with the observation, for a given crystal orie
tation and beams polarizations, of an overshoot. The
cutoff frequency achieved in cw experiments ~'40 Hz! w
linked to the low-power laser we used and can be increa
~1–10 kHz! to eliminate the ambient vibrations by an
crease of the power of the laser ~for a pump beam irradia
going, typically, from 1 to 10 W cm22!. Measurements per

FIG. 8. Experimental frequency response of the system under a dc
application of 4 kV cm21. Theoretical curves are obtained, adjusting theut0u
value only, and for a phase of the response time of 0, 0.3, 0.7, and 0.95
The height of the overshoot increases with the phase of the response ti
the amplification regime. The low cutoff frequency decreases with the ph
of the response time in the amplification regime and increases in the at
ation one. The solid line curves correspond to the theory in the amplifica
regime and the dotted ones to the theory in the attenuation regime.
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formed with a high-power pulsed laser on a InP crystal16,17

and on one of the CdZnTe crystals used in this study confi
that such cutoff frequencies can be obtained without los
detection sensitivity. Considering the results of this analy
optimization of CdZnTe will be continued with the view t
obtain new crystals that exhibit the same performances
more relaxed conditions ~smaller applied field, smaller pu
beam power, ...!. We will also assess the reproducibility
the crystal growth. An industrialization of the system will b
done in parallel on the basis of the laboratory prototype
veloped in the course of this study.
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